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Abstract. 
New ionograms with the retarded lower trace (RLT) were registered from the ionospheric sounder situated 

below of the F-layer maximum and operated on the MIR manned space station. New extra features on these ionograms 
have never been detected in any topside sounding experiment. A typical feature of the above-mentioned ionograms is 
the bend on 180 degrees and continuation of a reflection from the Earth trace with the large group delays. The 
assumption also was stated, that this RLT are formed due to the refraction of signals of different frequencies which 
return back to the satellite after oblique reflection from the Earth and a deviation of the ionosonde signals by 
ionospheric irregularity. These new features encouraged us to provide more complete description of the properties of 
the medium studied by the radio sounding method from extra low satellites.  

In particular, it is possible to expect, that ionogram sequence with RLT will allow to understand and restore 
(to determine) an internal ionospheric structure, which deflect radio waves of many frequencies so radically. Results of 
separate ionogram with RLT processing which enable to estimate the deviations of electronic concentration led to 
returning of radio waves of many frequencies back on a satellite are shown. 

It enables to calculate a series of Nh-structures on various distances from the satellite, which all together 
give observable RLT hooks on ionograms. 

Results of sequences of many ionogram processing with RLT which allow to estimate changes of 
horizontal structure of electronic density at different heights in a zone close and below heights of a maximum of an 
ionosphere along a line which is a projection of the satellite to a surface of the Earth. Values of critical frequency from 
long ionogram sequence with RLT are adapting parameters for correction of model IRI 2001. The map of IRI-model 
corrected thus shows a horizontal irregularity of an ionosphere in the region of the F2 maximum.  

The point of reflection of radio waves at vertical radio sounding is deviated from the gravitational vertical. 
These deviations are much less for a situation of radio sounding with RLT, than for topside sounding or ground-based 
sounding. 

Nevertheless they exist. Therefore it is more expedient to lead similar actions not for critical frequency, and 
for plasma frequency of an ionosphere near to the satellite. This parameter is defined on RLT-ionograms twice and the 
error of definition is minimum one and equal to tool accuracy. Features of propagation of radio waves do not influence 
him. 

Conclusion: RLT hooks enable to estimate the vertical both horizontal sizes and internal structure macro-
scale ionosphere irregularities. Practice shows, that sizes of a deviation of electronic concentration from average 
values, which are given with model IRI, reach 20-40 percent. Means that it is necessary to enter into calculations of 
radio waves propagation conditions the adaptation of models on parameters RLT. 

 
1. Introduction. 
Ionograms of a new type have been recorded as a result of the satellite radio sounding from altitudes below the F -
region maximum [1]. These ionograms have new extra features which (as far as the authors know) have never  
 

 
 

 Figure 1. Comparison RLT ionogram with classical topside sounding ionograms 
been detected in any topside sounding experiment. A typical feature of the above-mentioned ionograms is the bend on 
180 degrees and continuation of a reflection from the Earth trace with the large group delays. The bottom fragment of 
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fig. 1 illustrates this fact showing the ionogram recorded in the ionospheric radio sounding experiment on board the 
MIR space station. The top fragment of this figure shows for comparison classical the topside sounding ionogram from 
height of 1000 km, and average fragment shows a ionogram from Mir space manned station when it was above a 
maximum of the ionosphere. The assumption also was stated, that this - unusual to topside sounding - the Retarded 
Lower Trace (RLT) are formed due to the refraction of signals of different frequencies which return back to the 
satellite after oblique reflection from the Earth and a deviation of the ionosonde signals by ionospheric irregularity. 
These new features encouraged us to provide more complete description of the properties of the medium studied by 
the radio sounding method. 
 
2. Irregulatity in a vertical plane 
 
RLT are formed due to the refraction of signals of different frequencies at a sharp lateral electron concentration 
gradient of the ionospheric irregularity. This refraction precedes or follows the oblique reflection of the signals from 
the ground and returning of the signals to the point of the MIR location. 

 

Fig. 2. Horizontal gradients of electron density at a vertical cut 

Danikin and Kotonaeva [2] offered a method of calculation of horizontal irregularity in a vertical plane. The figure 2 

. Irregularity in a horizontal plane 

On the other hand horizontal irregularity on greater distances can be constructed on the basis of the analysis of 

 

shows the basic idea of this method and results of calculations for real ionogram. Idea is defined on the basis of the 
decision of a return problem at calculations of trajectories of radio waves through horizontal irregularity. 
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Fig. 3. The horizontal sizes and form of irregularity at a level of height of the ionospheric maximum  

ionogram and their Nh-profiles sequence adapting this or that existing models of an ionosphere. The figure 3 is 
resulted this idea on the base of kriging method [3] and IRI 2001 model. This method assumes use of the weighed 
interpolation approximation data in the neighbor points. RLT ionograms, which have formed the basis for фиг. 3, 



were received in a Southern hemisphere to the east of Madagascar islands. Feature of this series was that they were 
registered on two consecutive turns of MIR station  approximately in the same place. Some ionogram characteristics 
allow to think, that they registered to the same irregularity. Time between these series and distance allow to calculate 
speed of moving of this irregularity. 
 
4. RLT ionograms, macro-scale irregularities and forecast of earthquakes. 

A series of professor Kalinin papers [4, 5] has shown, that one of attributes of a beginning of earthquake can be 

Comparison macro-scale irregularities determined from the data of a statistical method of professor Kalinin, with 

ionosphere macro-scale irregularity, which is formed above epicenter of the future earthquake for 10 - 15 hours up to 
its beginning. Further this irregularity goes along an arch of the large Earth circle and can be registered consistently 
passing above various ground-based ionospheric stations. The statistical methods of data processing ground-based 
ionosondes of various stations allow to determine a trajectory of movement of this irregularity, geographical 
coordinates of the earthquake epicenter and time of the earthquake beginning. 

irregularities, which are simply observed on RLT ionograms has shown (in three cases, when the comparison was 
carried out), that it is of the same irregularities. As an example is given fig.4, on which the trajectory of movement of 
irregularity (DD’) on a method of the professor Kalinin is shown. This irregularity has arisen in a point E (epicenter 
of the future earthquake with amplitude 5.7) and further moved, passing consistently above ionospheric stations in 
Darvin (D, at the north of Australia), Ahmedabad (A, India) and Roma (R). In circles (ground-based ionospheric 
stations), in which the mark "-" is placed, the analysis has not shown presence of researched irregularity. At that 
moment, when the irregularity passed near to a trajectory of MIR space station, a series RLT ionogram was fixed. 
Circles, in which the mark "+" is placed, shows position of the beginning and end of RLT ionograms from Mir space 
station. These RLT ionograms are shown in the bottom part of Fig. 4. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Identification of macro-scale irregularity from Kalinin method and on the basis of RLT ionograms 

 
5. Conclusion: RLT hooks enable to estimate the vertical both horizontal sizes and internal structure macro 
ionosphere irregularities. Practice shows, that sizes of a deviation of electronic concentration from average values, 
which are given with model IRI, reach 20-40 percent. Means, that it is necessary to enter into calculations of radio 
waves propagation conditions the adaptation of models on parameters RLT. 
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